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CASHLESS V CASH:  
THE HIDDEN COSTS TO 
CONSUMERS AND SOCIETY
Last month’s MDC webinar started with a 
summary by Professor Sgro from Australia’s 
Deakin University of the strengths and 
weaknesses of cash versus cashless. 
While no conclusions were provided, 
Professor Sgro finished his presentation 
by emphasising the need for consumers 
to have a choice and that digital money 
is not a good store of value in emergency 
situations.

Professor Seitz from Germany’s Weiden 
Technical University provided a perspective 
on the models being used to assess the 
costs and benefits of cash versus cashless. 
He emphasised the need for a consistent 
and comprehensive model where all direct 
and indirect costs or private and resource 
costs were included.

The final speaker was Mr Guillaume 
Lepecq, Chair of Cash Essentials,  who laid 
out the argument as to why cash is not 
only competitive in nearly all transaction 
environments but is important in helping 
to ensure all of society is able to function. 
He concluded with a request to remove 
regulations and policies that will make cash 
more efficient, reminding the audience 
about who will pay for the cost of digital 
payment fraud, the cost of increased 
security over each transaction, dwindling 
financial literacy and the growing mountain 
of consumer debt linked to the ease with 
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MDC WEBINAR –  
4 NOVEMBER 2021

MDC in partnership with Reconnaissance 
International and the International Currency 
Association (ICA) will hold the fourth and 
final webinar for 2021 on 4 November at:

  10:00am GMT
  12:00pm SAST
   7:00pm KST and JST
   9:00pm ADST

The theme for the webinar is  
Cash: A Roadmap to Sustainability. 
With the UN Climate Change Conference 
(COP 26) starting on 1 November, the 
world’s focus is on sustainability, achieving 
net zero carbon emissions and reducing our 
impact on the environment.
In the run up to the COP, Reconnaissance 
International published a special report 
– Cash: a Roadmap to Sustainability – in 
which 22 organisations involved in the 
cash cycle contributed 106 case studies of 
the steps they have taken to reduce the 
environmental impact of the cycle, which 
is a key component of the payments eco-
system and a driver of economic activity as 
well as social inclusion.
The webinar will explore the report - 
what has been done and what benefit 
was achieved, where has energy been 
focused? It shows an industry not 
driven by legislation or customer tender 
requirements, but an industry doing 
the right thing for the right reasons. It 
is a story of what is possible. There is no 
greenwashing here, no future promises, just 
hard evidence-based examples.
More information on the webinar is 
available at: https://reconnaissance.net/

ROYAL CANADIAN 
MINT’S 
RECOGNITION 
MEDAL WINS 
INTERNATIONAL 
COVID-19 AWARD

The Royal Canadian Mint’s Recognition 
Medal has earned the International 
Association of Currency Affairs (IACA) 
special award for the Best Currency 
Initiative Implemented in Response to the 
Covid-19 Pandemic (Other Organization).  

Launched in June 2020, the Recognition 
Medal was an employee-led undertaking 
that transformed the by-product of a 
circulation coin manufacturing contract 
into an artful, meaningful and lasting way 
to say thank you to front line workers and 
everyday heroes who made it possible for 
Canadians to safely continue their daily lives 
throughout the COVID-19 pandemic.  All 
net proceeds from the sale of each medal 
were donated to Breakfast Club of Canada’s 
COVID-19 Emergency Fund. 
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MINTS OF THE WORLD – LITHUANIAN MINT 
  HISTORY

UAB Lietuvos monetų kalykla (the 
Lithuanian Mint) was established by a 
resolution of the Government of Lithuania 
on 10 December 1990. It revived the 
tradition of minting Lithuanian coins, 
which had flourished in the Middle Ages, 
continued in inter-war Lithuania and ceased 
in 1940. 

In 2005, the state-owned company Lietuvos 
monetų kalykla was transformed into a 
closed joint-stock company and became 
UAB Lietuvos monetų kalykla, with 100 per 
cent of shares owned by the State. Today, 
the Bank of Lithuania exercises the rights 
and obligations of the State of the Republic 
of Lithuania, the sole owner of all the shares 
in UAB Lietuvos monetų kalykla. 

Following the appointment of the new CEO 
Evaldas Stralkus by the Bank of Lithuania 
in 2019, the Lithuanian Mint has embarked 
on a new phase of change. The changed 
and strengthened strategic directions, the 

formation of an active and flexible team 
of marketing department and design 
professionals, have enabled the company 
to successfully navigate the international 
market and develop new successful 
projects. 

The Lithuanian Mint is also the only 
operating mint in the Baltic States.

  MESSAGE
Today, it is a progressive company, 
successfully building and developing 
international relations, with highly qualified 
specialists, modern equipment and 
technologies, and a quality management 
system compliant with the international 
standard ISO 9001 (since 2003). The 
company implements a quality and 
environmental policy in accordance with 
ISO 14.001, with a particular focus on 
the planned stages of equipment and 
technology upgrades, innovation and new 
market developments.

“Exports, seamless, high-quality service 
delivery, innovation, motivation and 
efficiency of our employees – these are our 
key targets,” says the Mint’s CEO Evaldas 
Stralkus. 

Last year, the Lithuanian Mint celebrated 
30 years of existence and experience. The 
company has already completed a number 
of projects during this period and has 
plans for many more: 5 million produced 
collectible coins, 20 types of technologies 
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In all, the Mint raised $743,846 to help 
Canadian children and their families fight 
food insecurity during the pandemic.

“The Mint has won several international 
awards for innovation in the past, but IACA’s 
special award is especially meaningful to 
our employees, who banded together to 
transform spare coin-making materials into 
positive change for communities across 
Canada at a very challenging time in our 
history,” said Marie Lemay, President and 
CEO of the Royal Canadian Mint. 

“This recognition by our industry peers, and 
the response of Canadians who helped us 
donate so much to children in need have 
inspired us to do even more to help fellow 
Canadians still challenged by the pandemic.  
Due to this success, we are looking forward 
to announcing a new medal later this year.”

One side of the Recognition Medal features 
a heart and maple leaf icon representing 
the collective spirit of Canadians. The maple 

leaf and heart as one symbolize Canadians 
banding together to help those in need. A 
complex array of micro-mirrors covering the 
heart creates a pulsating light effect that 
evokes Canada’s strong heartbeat.

The second side represents Canada’s 
grateful spirit. The heart in the centre of 
the group symbolizes Canadians coming 
together in appreciation for their essential 
workers, recognizing their dedication and 
bravery. The micro text represents the 
thankful voices of a nation.

It was the first time the Mint’s pulsating 
technology had been applied to plated 
circulation material.  This machining of 
thousands of tiny cubic micro-mirrors, 
reflecting light at different angles to 
simulate motion, had previously been 
limited to silver collector coins, produced in 
much smaller quantities.

Producing over 100,000 medals with this 
effect proved that the Mint could achieve 
strong die life and consistent quality of the 

optical feature on harder circulation coin 
products. The bi-metal coin slugs were 
also reshaped through a retooled blanking 
process to ensure proper electroplating and 
high-speed striking. All this was conceived 
and implemented in less than two months.

ROYAL CANADIAN MINT’S RECOGNITION 
MEDAL WINS INTERNATIONAL COVID-19 
AWARD
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SUPPLIER 
FEATURE - 
PRODITEC

ROYAL MINT WINS TOURISM AWARD

The Royal Mint Experience has been awarded the Tripadvisor Travellers’ Choice for 
the second year running, ranking among the top 10% of attractions worldwide for 
customer experience. 

Located in Llantrisant, South Wales, the Royal Mint Experience welcomes 
thousands of visitors each year. The truly unique attraction takes visitors ‘behind 
the scenes’ of coin making, followed by an interactive exhibition exploring 1,100 
years of history.

With more than 400 machines in 
over 40 countries, Proditec is a 
leading manufacturer of automatic 
inspection machines in the minting 
and in the pharmaceutical industry. 

Since 1991, Proditec has been 
helping blanks and coins 
manufacturers to secure their 
quality level through a range of 
high-speed automatic inspection 
machines and high precision lab 
measuring systems. Proditec solutions have 
then become the manufacturing standard 
for ensuring the highest level of operation 
all around the world.   

100% inspection is the highest standard for 
ensuring the proper final quality of coins 
and blanks. 

During last year, Proditec has been working 
on a complement solution called “Andon 
Systems” that will be able to detect and 

prevent defects by monitoring the quality 
of the products in real time right after each 
production process. 

VISICOIN is the solution of this kind. 
Combining AI and visions technologies, 
every abnormality can be detected, and 
an appropriate alarm can be triggered for 
immediate response. Applications of this 
technology can be inserted right after 
the coining press or right after the blanks 
surface finishing line. 

Visicoin Machine.

Examples of detected coin defects.
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MDC EVENT 
UPDATES

VIRTUAL MINT DIRECTORS 
CONFERENCE 2022 
MDC 2022 will be a virtual event held in 
late May 2022.

MINT DIRECTORS 
CONFERENCE 2023 
MDC 2023 will be hosted by the Royal 
Canadian Mint in October 2023.  
Additional details on both events will be 
available soon.

which digital payments are being used to 
buy now pay later – that is, the consumer.

In the facilitated discussion following the 
presentations, the following points were 
made:

  When considering cash versus cashless 
there must be a comprehensive cost-
benefit analysis undertaken in the context 
of the net impact on society.
   Why isn’t the ‘hidden’ cost of digital 
payments being discussed more often and 
why have we assumed that the qualitative 
analysis often undertaken ie. strengths 
and weaknesses is sufficient.
  What are the hidden costs of cash and 
cashless? Somehow it seems that the 
‘cost’ of cash is more obvious but why 
are the costs of digital not so readily 
discussed? And who ultimately will pay? 
It does seem that the least well off will 
disproportionally carry the cost of a less-
cash society.
  And finally, will society be the beneficiary 
of a cashless environment to the extent 
that some of its proponents would have 
us believe?

Consumers within society can and will make 
choices, demonstrated by their behaviour. 
In this world of rapid technological 
adoption those choices are immediate and 
short term with little consideration of the 
medium to longer-term consequences and 
impacts on the rest of society. 

What this and prior webinars have set 
out to provide is a reminder to the policy 
makers who can and do influence society to 
carefully consider all the costs, as well as the 
benefits,  of a diminishing use and potential 
availability of cash. 
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used in production, 50 professional 
and knowledgeable employees, and 
10 countries to which the products are 
exported. The company currently works 
with 15 markets.

  FOCUS
The main activity of the company is minting 
of collector and circulation coins, high-
quality lapel pin and medal production, 
and metal processing services. Exclusive 
medals, representative gifts for business 
partners, and other products are designed 
and manufactured according to individual 
orders of companies or individuals. 

For 30 years, minting collector coins 
according to custom offers has been one of 
the Mint’s main activities. The awards the 
Mint has received for its work demonstrate 
its professionalism and responsibility for the 
projects entrusted to it. The Mint’s strength 
lies in the provision of all coin production 
services that help implement its customers’ 
ideas.

  CHALLENGES
The major challenge in recent years 
has been the change in the company’s 
strategic activities in 2019 and the steps to 
implement them. 

Whereas before these changes the 
company’s main activity was the 
implementation of customer orders, with 
the activity updates the company is not 
only working with customer orders, but also 
successfully implementing and developing 

its own projects. Today, the company has 
the capacity, processes and responsibilities 
in place and has successfully delivered its 
projects worldwide.

The company is particularly focused on 
product development, preparation and 
quality, as well as the search for new 
technologies. For this reason, it develops 
cooperation with competent partners/
designers and sculptors around the 
world. The seamless development and 
implementation of new and exclusive 
products is the result of efforts of a great 
team.

The latest Lithuanian Mint projects are now 
available on the market, with a total of 24 
projects planned for 2021. It has already 
sold out some mint runs.

The COVID pandemic has also been a major 
challenge for the company. According to 
the Mint’s CEO Evaldas Stralkus, it lives and 
does business in a new reality. Employees 
who can work from home, work remotely. 
All staff and departments are provided with 
full protective equipment. Several corporate 
action plans are put in place. 

The pandemic has affected virtually all 
businesses, but the impact has been 
different in each case. The Lithuanian Mint 

is proud that the company has not only 
successfully managed the challenges of 
the pandemic, but also had a growing 
performance in 2020, with outcomes and 
turnover growing by approximately 18 per 
cent. 

In 2021, a steady sales growth of around 20 
per cent is expected.

  COIN AWARDS
The Mint has won more than 10 awards 
in global competitions and awards for 
the best, most beautiful, most artistic and 
innovative coins. It has also minted the 
world’s first digital coin.

In 2019, the Mint’s products received the 
following awards: Most Innovative Coin, 
Best Silver Coin, Most Artistic and Coin 
of the Year. The awards were announced 
during the World Money Fair in Berlin, 2020.

  BEST LEARNING FOR OTHERS
The minting process is very meticulous and 
precise, requiring strict rules for minting 
dies, tips and pressure tolerance. All this 
is designed to ensure the highest quality 
product.

The Lithuanian Mint’s strength and power 
lies in the inexhaustible experience of long-
standing staff and the collaborative team of 
new recruits.

Long-term employees sharing their 
experience and enthusiastic newcomers 
are the greatest asset a company can have 
and, when combined, they can deliver great 
results. 

“This knowledge of employees is applied 
in practice, and is useful – it has a direct 
impact on the outcome of the process and 
in some cases it can be the main reason for 
the success of a new process,” says Mint CEO 
Evaldas Stralkus.

MINTS OF 
THE WORLD – 
LITHUANIAN MINT 
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